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� Contents of this presentation:
− Status of the PRR-1
− Objectives of decommissioning
− Decommissioning activities to be planned and 
done
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Status of the PRR-1
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� The Philippine Research Reactor (PRR-1) is 
a fairly typical open-pool MTR-type reactor 
of 1950s and 1960s design
− 1 MWt power rating
− Light-water moderated and cooled
− Aluminum and concrete construction
− Designed by General Electric
− Obtained by the Philippines under the Atoms 
for Peace program of the U.S.A.
− Never had fuel cladding failure or serious 
radiological incident
− Shut down because of water leak in pool liner 
and other aging problems
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� The owner and operator of the PRR-1 is the 
Philippine Nuclear Research Institute 
(PNRI) 
− The PNRI was known as the Philippine Atomic 
Energy Commission (PAEC) before 1987
− The coming acquisition of the PRR-1 was an 
important factor in the creation of the PAEC in 
1958 as a scientific research agency
− The PNRI is also the national nuclear 
regulatory body of the Philippines
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� The PRR-1, as well as the PNRI, is located 
in a 7.5-hectare compound within the 
campus of the University of the Philippines 
(U.P.) in Quezon City in Metropolitan 
Manila
− The PNRI compound contains research 
laboratories, other nuclear facilities, and an 
office building that are not part of the PRR-1 
and will not be decommissioned
− The U.P. owns the land and will eventually get 
it back
− The area around the PNRI compound is 
undergoing heavy commercial development
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� Operational history of the PRR-1:
− 26 Aug 1963 First criticality
− 26 Oct 1964 Operation began at 1 MW
− 30 Mar 1977 Power reduced to 500 kW because                                 

of aging instrumentation
− 14 Jul 1980 Power reduced further to 100 kW                                 

because of ventilation system problems
− 24 Oct 1984 Shut down for modernization (TRIGA                             

conversion). Total burnup 617 MWd.
− 11 Mar 1988 First criticality with TRIGA core
− 28 Mar 1988 Five-hour proving test at 3 MW                                      

successfully completed
− 18 Apr 1988 Shut down because of pool liner 

leak, other problems subsequently 
appear
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� Post-operational history of the PRR-1:
− 1988-1992 Pool liner and other problems partially 

fixed
− 1992 Decommissioning first considered but 

rejected
− 1992-2002 Repair continued, but very slowly 

because of lack of funds
− 1999 Spent fuel shipped back to U.S.A.
− 2002 Internal PNRI study recommends                                  

decommissioning if repair funds are not                         
found quickly

− 2005 Decommissioning accepted
− 2006 PRR-1 becomes model reactor of R2D2P
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� Present status of the PRR-1:
− All refurbishment suspended
− Regulatory authorization for shutdown state 
issued in 2006 as a prelude to 
decommissioning
� No operational activities allowed except 
maintenance related to preserving safety

� Access inside Reactor Building limited
� Decommissioning plan to be submitted
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Objectives of Decommissioning
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� The objective of PRR-1 decommissioning 
has been defined by the PNRI to be the 
release from nuclear regulatory control for 
unrestricted future use of the Reactor 
Building and its immediate grounds
− Radioactive material will be removed to the 
extent required by material and site release 
criteria set by PNRI regulations and IAEA 
safety standards
− The shell of the Reactor Building will be 
preserved because of its distinctive 
architecture
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� It is an equal objective that the radiation 
protection of decommissioning personnel 
and the public meet Philippine regulations 
and IAEA safety standards
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� Until a more permanent storage or disposal 
facility is available, the radioactive waste 
generated by decommissioning will be 
stored in the Radioactive Waste 
Management Facility (RWMF) inside the 
PNRI compound
− Radioactive material not yet considered waste 
(including usable nuclear fuel) whose 
disposition is still not decided, will also be 
temporarily stored in the RWMF
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Decommissioning Activities To Be 
Planned and Done
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� Transition from operation to 
decommissioning
− The PRR-1 never had a decommissioning plan 
while still in operation
− The PRR-1 never had a proper transition 
phase, since decommissioning was never 
accepted as an option until 14 years after 
shutdown
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− Nevertheless, some work that is usually done 
in a proper transition phase has already been 
done in the course of attempted reactor repair
� Reactor core defueling
� Spent fuel shipment
� Pool dewatering and clearing
� Dismantling of old ventilation system ducts
� Dismantling of some of the irradiation facilities
� Clean-up of some laboratory rooms
� Upgrading of the electrical power system
� Refurbishment of the building crane
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� Prepare Hazards Characterization Survey 
Plan
− Nearly completed
− Will undergo peer review within PNRI
− Some aspects will require consensus with 
regulator
− Assume approval by regulator will be necessary 
before implementation
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� Perform hazards characterization survey
− Will begin when equipment are available and 
regulator has approved plan
− Expected to take about 9 months during 2008
− Output will be Hazards Characterization 
Report
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� Prepare Decommissioning Plan
− Will be mostly done in parallel with hazards 
characterization survey, although details 
(especially costing of dismantling and 
decontamination) will need hard data from 
survey
− Will include plans for upgrading of PNRI 
storage facility to accept the radioactive waste 
and nuclear fuel
− Want to complete plan by end of 2008
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− Some necessary inputs to the creation of the 
Decommissioning Plan will have to be made 
ready:
� Hazards Characterization Report
� Criteria for release from regulatory control
� Specific definition of decommissioning end-state
� Evaluation of alternative dismantling and 
decontamination techniques

� Waste storage and fuel storage criteria
� Evaluation of resources available in relation to 
needs

� Costing information
� An organized task force to do the work
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� Review and approve Decommissioning Plan
− On the operator side, it is assumed that the 
plan will undergo:
� Review by the Radiation Safety and Security Board 
(RSSB, created in 2004) 

� Review and approval by the PNRI Decommissioning 
Management Committee (created in 2007) 

� Perhaps some form of peer review
− On the regulator side, the plan will be reviewed 
and approved by the PNRI's internal regulatory 
body
� The Nuclear Regulations, Licensing and Safeguards 
Division (NRLSD) was made the PNRI's internal 
regulatory body in 2004
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� Obtain decommissioning funding
− Amount of funding needed not yet known, but 
several hundred million pesos generally 
assumed
− Regular annual PNRI budget (~100 million 
pesos) obviously not sufficient
− Several supplemental government funding 
mechanisms possible
� ask for larger annual PNRI budget
� ask for grants-in-aid from parent agency DOST 
(Department of Science and Technology) 

� ask for lump appropriation to be placed in trust 
fund
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� Upgrade PNRI's waste storage facility
− Build additional sheds for low-level radioactive 
waste
− Build secure vault for non-spent nuclear fuel 
elements
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� Perform decontamination and dismantling
− Some decontamination and dismantling can 
probably be started while waiting for the major 
part of funds
− Much of work will be done by contractors 
because of lack of capability within PNRI
− PNRI must set up an effective oversight and 
management structure
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� Perform final survey
− Material and site release criteria specified by 
regulator
− Criteria preferably should be ready before 
decommissioning plan is prepared, but 
realistically in the case of the PRR-1, some may 
not be ready in advance
− Final survey will prove that PRR-1 meets 
release criteria
− Final survey will be similar to but could be 
more extensive and need more sensitive 
measurements than initial characterization 
survey
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� Release PRR-1 from regulatory control
− By a formal statement from the PNRI internal 
regulatory body, once it is satisfied all release 
criteria are met


